
SOFT   DRINK

   Healthy  Drink

Hot Yuzu & Honey Tea                                            glass £3.50
Hot Ginger & Honey  Tea                                         glass £3.50
Hot Jujube& Honey Tea                                           glass £3.50
Hot Plum & Honey Tea                                            glass £3.50

Cold   Drink

Still /Sparkling Water   330ml bottle £2.00
750ml bottle £4.00

Coke / Diet coke glass £2.50
Sprite glass £2.50
Apple Juice                                          glass £3.00
Orange Juice                                        glass £3.00
Lychee Juice                                         glass £3.00
Natural  Aloe vera  Juice                                          glass £3.00
Plum Juice                                                               glass £3.00
Calpico Water                                       glass £3.00
Green Tea                                         glass £3.00

Oolong Tea                                         glass £3.00
lemon Tea                                         glass £3.00

    Hot  Drink     
Green Tea cup £2.00
Oolong Tea cup £2.50
Jasmine Tea cup £2.50



BEER

Owa Lager  Beer (abv 5%) 330ml bottle £5.30

Artisan ale beer brewed in Belgium by a Japanese brewer. 
Roast malt aroma with smooth after taste to go with Japanese cuisine. 

Sapporo premium Lager  Beer (abv 5%) 330ml bottle £4.00

Imported premium beer, a fine  lager with a refreshing   flavour 
and Moderate  light  body

Kirin  Draught Beer  (abv 5%) Half  pint   £3.50
 1  pint   £6.30

Premium draught  beer, the fine aroma of hops and  Japanese  rice provides 
kirin iciban with its lighter body and delicate aftertaste

Asahi Draught  Beer   (abv 5%) Half  pint   £3.50
 1  pint   £6.30

Imported premium beer, refreshing with subtle satin  smoothness Japanese 

Stella Artois  Lager  Beer   (abv 5%) 330ml bottle £3.30

Its full, characteristic flavour and high quality is assured through a superior brewing process 
and brewed for an average of 6-11 days longer than most other beers using the finest quality
hops and barley including Bohemian Saas hops.

           No  alcohol  BEER

Becks non-alcohol  Beer   (abv 0.50%) 330ml bottle £3.00

What this brew lacks in alcohol it makes up for in flavor.  Beck’s brewmasters stop 
the fermentation process before alcohol can form, but not before they achieve  
the distinctive full-bodied taste and aroma of the finished brew. Light amber in color, 
Beck’s Non-Alcoholic boasts a full, rich, thick head and balanced bitterness.



             S A K E         

        Hot    Sake

House hot sake 180ml  carafe £6.00

          Slightly Dry   360ml  carafe £12.00

        Cold    Sake

House hot sake 180ml  carafe £6.00

          Slightly Dry   360ml  carafe £12.00

             Our recommendation !!

£20.00

                         50ml of  Dai - Gingyou  ,  Gingyosyu ,  Honjozo and  Nigori

        Brief Introduction to types of SAKE 

Daiginjyo –syu
brewed with very highly polished rice (to at least 50%. and even more precise and labour intensive
methods. The pinnacle of the brewers' art. Generally light, complex and quite fragrant

Ginjo-syu
Brewed with labour-intensive steps, eschewing machinery for traditional tools and methods,
using highly polished rice (at least 60%) and fermented at colder temperatures for longer periods of time.
Light, aromatic, fruity,  and refined.

Honjozo-syu
Made with rice, water, koji and a very small amount of pure distilled alcohol "brewers' alcohol" 
to help extract flavour and aroma. Light, mildly fragrant, easy to drink. 

Nigori-syu
Nigori sake remains unfiltered, resulting in a far cloudier drink. generally the sweetest of all sakes, 
with a fruity nose and a mild flavour, making a great drink to complement spicy foods or as a dessert wine.

          Try 4 different kinds of sake  



S A K E  300 ml bottle

Hakushika   namacyozo   £15.00
 Ginjo                                          Slightly   Dry  and  Fruity

Fresh, fruity Sake with subtle sweet flavour and smooth finish.
It goes well with any type of food, and is popular with female drinkers. 

Bizen maboroshi                  £20.00
 Jyunmai ginjyo                                                    Slightly   sweet   and  Rich

2009
2006

Using only the top of the line sake rice Bizen Omachi, this 2009 Monde Selection Gold 
award winning sake has rich rice umami flavour with soft mouth feel and sweet gentle aroma

Masumi Okuden Kanrsukuri £23.00
 Jyunmai              Surpassingly smooth

Long time sake-drinkers find this sake comfortingly familiar. It is smooth at first sip 
and displays a range of subtle, organic flavours as well as a pleasant natural sweetness 

Dewazakura £25.00
 Ginjo         Dry   and   Elegant

Soft-feeling on the tongue, Oka's transparency of flavour matches the clarity of the 
colourless liquor. It is floral rather than fruity, though there is a touch of pear or melon.

Tedorigawa           £28.00
 Yamahai  Dai-ginjyo                 Dry  Rich  and  Elegant

Enticing imprint of honey and herbs at first sip, segueing at mid-range into a sake of 
surprising clarity. 



S A K E  720 ml bottle

Kawatsuru Jyunmai muroka   Kagawa £50.00

Junmai    Slightly sweet and Clean

100

This unfiltered junmai sake has well rounded taste, while offering smooth finish.
Its slight sweetness complements Japanese savoury dishes.

Kubota   Senjyu  Nigata £50.00

Tokubetsu  honjozo             Dry  and  Mellow

. . .

Extremely dry, possessing a slightly fiery character as all good honjozo sakes should. 
Flavors of clove and nutmeg meld with notes of bay leaf and sweetgrass in the nose.

Bizen maboroshi              £53.00

Jyunmai ginjyo                               Slightly   sweet   and  Rich

2009

2006

Using only the top of the line sake rice Bizen Omachi, this 2009 Monde Selection Gold 
award winning sake has rich rice umami flavor with soft mouthfeel and sweet gentle aroma.

Masumi Okuden Kanrsukuri £55.00

 Jyunmai                       Surpassingly smooth

Long time sake-drinkers find this sake comfortingly familiar. It is smooth at first sip 
and displays a range of subtle, organic flavours as well as a pleasant natural sweetness 
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S A K E  720 ml bottle

Dewazakura Yamagata £60.00

Ginjo               Dry  and  Elegant
. .

. .
Soft-feeling on the tongue, Oka's transparency of flavor matches the clarity of the 
colorless liquor. It is floral rather than fruity, though there is a touch of pear or melon.

Dassai   junmaidaiginjyo 50    Yamaguchi £65.00

Junmai  daiginjyo                            Clean  and  Sweet

Dassai 50 is a premium junmai ginjo sake, made from only rice milled down to 50%, water 
and koji mold. Clean, soft and very subtle, the balanced aromas and a mild sweetness envelop 
the senses making Dassai enjoyable on its own, or with a meal of refined cuisine.

Hakkaisan              Niigata £70.00

Junmai   ginjyo   Dry  and  Clean

The original fine flavour of the high quality Miyama Nishiki and Yamada Nishiki rice used for 
sake brewing has been fully drawn out, and this dry and delicious sake is sure to charm 
anyone who drinks it.

Dassai  Migaki 39    Yamaguchi £80.00

Junmai  daiginjyo     Clean  and  Elegant

39%

The profile most like a Junmai Daiginjo, with a subtle nose, soft approach, fruitiness, 
and harmonizing sweet/bitter balance.



   S P E C I A L I T Y     S A K E         
    Nigori   Sake

                       Cloudy   White &  Creamy                                  
               Nigori sake remains unfiltered, resulting in a far cloudier drink.   Generally the sweetest of all sakes, 

          with a fruity nose and a mild flavour, making a great drink to complement spicy foods or as a dessert wine.

Sparkling yuzu citrus 250m£16.00
                                                                                             Sweet and fruity 5.0%

The first sparkling, infused sake drink , seamlessly combines the clean taste of sake
with Yuzu citrus exotic Asian flavours.

Sparkling  Peach      250m£16.00
                                                                                             Sweet and fruity 5.0%

Fruity and flavoursome. Makes you fell eating dessert. Perfect finish your meal.

Shirakabekura MIO 300m£20.00
 Sparkling seisyu                                                      Slightly   Sweet 5.0%

A NEW TRADITION-SPARKLING SAKE Refreshing, fruity and unique sweet aroma. 
Crafted in the traditional brewing style, with rice, water , Koji, Mio appeals to a wide range of tastes 

Jyunmai sayuri  300m£25.00
Jyunmai                                             Slightly  Sweet 12.5%

Using only selected rice and rice koji, this is pure Nigori sake brewed up carefully 
with the natural water of Rokko. 

Dassai    Nigori              300ml £30.00
 Jynmai    ginjo                                                       Slightly   Dry 16.5%

Fresh, fruity Sake with subtle sweet flavour and smooth finish.
It goes well with any type of food, and is popular with female drinkers. 



                                              WHITE   WINE   

750ml glass bottle

1 Kanu  Chenin Blanc                                -  Stellenbosch 2010 South Africa £5.00 £20.00
A nose of green melon , nectarines and honeysuckle contrasting with a more savoury celery salt character .
crisp , full-bodied palate with litted floral notes.

2 Vin  de pays  d'Oc Sauvignon Blanc       -  La Prade 2010 France £5.00 £20.00
Fresh citrus and gooseberry aromas lead into bright, crisp flavours with touches of lemon zest.

3 Goriska Brda  Pinot Grigio                     -  Quercus 2010 Slovenia £23.00
A concentrated Pinot Grigio with aromas of ripe pear, grapefruit, pineapple and cinnamon..
Poised, medium-bodied palate with a silky,citrussy finish.

4 Vin  de pays d'Oc  Viognier -  Delas 2009 France £25.00
Soft elegant and slightly floral fruits, nicely rounded off with a hint of Viognie.

5 Vernaccia di San Gimignano                  -  Teruzzi & Puthod 2010  Italy £28.00
A delicately floral wine with hints of almond, characterise this elegant well balanced wine.

6 Chateau Ste Michelle Dry Riesling        -  Chateau ste michelle 2009 USA £30.00
A dry, crisp, refreshing style of Riesling with beautiful forward fruit flavours.
white peach and mandarin and a clean finish.

7 Eden Valley Chardonnay                      -  Yalumba 2008 Australia £33.00
A well balanced wine with lovely fruit and a mineral, chalk and flint backbone.

8 Alsace Grand Cru Reisling                    -  René Muré 2008 France £35.00
Mandarin and peach fruit on the nose is balanced by  distinctive honeyed citrus fruits of lime and lemon

9 Rias Baixas Albariño   -  Castro Martin 2009 Spain £38.00
This wine is bursting with juicy, albarino character, pear, citrus fruit, musky perfume
and hints of mineral and spice.  

10 Kamptaler Terrassen Gruner Veltliner    -  Brundlmayer 2009 Austria £40.00
A well balanced wine with lovely fruit and a mineral, chalk and flint backbone.

11 Pouilly Fumé Les Berthiers   -  Sauvignon Blanc 2010 France £43.00
-  Dagueneau

Crisp and dry with a ripe grassy fruit reminiscent of gooseberries.

12 Carneros Chardonnay  -  Saintsbury 2008 USA £45.00
Medium bodied with a core of apple, pear and flinty fruits. Long and intense finish.

13 Saint Romain Chardonnay -  Morey Blanc 2007 France £50.00
A harmonious blend of honeysuckle, hazelnut and citrus fruit flavours.

14 Marche Pinot Noir   -  Mancini 2009 Italy £60.00
Subtle and complex aromas of white fruit and blossom, leading to a rounded, elegant structure in the mouth 
 and a refreshing finish.

15 Chateauneuf-du-Pape blanc Boisrenard -Dom de Beaurenard 2006 France £85.00
Complex  black fruits on the nose with notes of blackberry, violet, rose, cinnamon and vanilla.
On the palate the wine is ample, delicate, tannins supple and extremely long finish.

16 Chablis Grand Cru Les Clos Chardonnay 2008 France £85.00
-  Jean Marc Brocard

Polished and refined with honey, ripe pear flavours and beautiful focus.



   ROSE   WINE   

bottle
Valle del Maipo  Cabernet Sauvignon              -  Santa Rita 2010 Chile £23.00

A full ,fruity rose showing vibrant ripe berry plavours and plenty of weight in the mouth.

    RED  WINE

750ml glass bottle

1 Vino de la Tierra de Castilla Tempranillo         -  Candidato 2009 Spain £5.00 £20.00
Delicious red fruit aromas, which develop into rounded flavours which perfectly compliment 
wine's structure,  with a hint of oak on the finish.

2 Valle del Rapel Merlot                                     -  Santa Rita 2010 Chile £23.00
A very dark rich smoky black fruit, but soft, well rounded and easy drinking.

3 Ribera roble 4 meses Tempranillo           -  Castilla y León 2009 Spain £28.00
Elegant strawberry and blackcurrant fruit has been given the merest hint of vanilla and spice from a short spell 
in oak.  Smooth and powerful ont he palate, with an elegantly appetising finish.

4 Darling Pinotage                                                     -  Cloof 2008 South Africa £30.00
A rich, ripe composition of red currant, damson and cedar wood  , Voluptuous and mouth filling.

5 Valpolicella Classico Bonacosta  Corvina , Rondinella 2009 Italy £35.00
                                                     ,  Molinara           -  Masi

Ruby red colour with violet tinges. Bouquet of violets, roses and mint combined with cherries and apices 
such as  cinnamon and cloves .

6 Marlborough  Pinot Noir                                   -  Matakana 2009 New Zealand £38.00
A seductive nose of berries and spice leads through to a plumply savoury palate, with exceptional texture, finesse.

7 Barassa  Mourvédre , Grenache, Shiraz           -  Yalumba 2007 Australia £40.00
Ripe, enticing red berry aromas, well structured with juicy raspberry and damson flavours.

8 Château  Lalande  Gravet  Merlot , Cabernet Sauvignon 2007 France £45.00
                                                                  ( Saint Emilion )

A rich intense wine, with fat and fleshy berry fruit flavours and long lasting flavour.

9 Barbera d’Alba Pian Romualdo                         -  Prunotto 2004 Italy £50.00
A complex nose of blackberry and spice give this full bodied wine a fruity long lasting finish.

10 Rioga Reserva Conde del RomualdoTempranillo 2000 Spain £65.00
                                                                           -   Salceda

The first impression in the mouth is soft and velvety , opening out into a powerful wine , to finish with a notable
tannic structure , long with a fruty end.

11 Chiant  Classico Riserva Badia a Passignano Sangiovese 2004 Italy £80.00
                                                                           -   Antinori

Aromas of vanilla , chocolate and coffee instruct a strikingly weighty strucuture, with a round mouth feel , 
a lingering ripeness and hints of blackberries and plums on the plate.

12 Chambolle Musigny Pinot  Noir                -  Robert Arnoux 2005 France £100.00
A beguiling composition of ripe damson and cedarwood. Smooth fleshy and full bodied.



             S P I R I T S  
glass glass
single double

Gin  Tonic                                           £7.00 £12.00

Vodka    Coke                                        £7.00 £12.00
Vodka    Lemonade                               £7.00 £12.00
Vodka    Apple                                       £7.00 £12.00
Vodka    Cranberry                                £7.00 £12.00
Vodka    Orange                                    £7.00 £12.00

Rum  Coke                                        £7.00 £12.00

Cassis   Lemonade                               £7.00 £12.00
Cassis   Soda                                        £7.00 £12.00
Cassis   Oolong  Tea                                 £7.00 £12.00
Cassis   Orange £7.00 £12.00

Malibu    Lemonade                              £7.00 £12.00
Malibu    Orange                                   £7.00 £12.00

                 S P A R K L I N G         

bottle

Prosecco DOC di Valdobbiadene                    white france £28.00
                  Brut Treviso Ca del Console
The Venetian “ champagne “,Typical pale-straw colour, gentle fizz, mild-mannered acidity. 
Aperitif for the refined mind. 

   Moët et Chandon Brut Impérial NV   white france £65.00
Brut Imperial is a subtle, drier-styled champagne.
Predominantly Pinot characteristics being very ample on the palate with a discreet finish.

Moët et Chandon Rosé Brut Impérial NV rose france £85.00
Fresh, fruity and subtle in style, this rose champagne with aromas of redcurrants 
and wild strawberries.



                W H I S K E Y
         Single           Double

Bell’s       8 years Blended £6.00 £10.00
Wild Turkey             8 years Blended £7.00 £12.00
Chivas Regal          12 years Blended £7.00 £12.00
Ballantines              10 years Blended £7.00 £12.00
Glenfiddich              12 years Single malt £7.00 £12.00
The Glenlivet 12 years Single malt £7.00 £12.00
Highland Park         12 years Single orkney Island malt £7.00 £12.00
Glanmorange 10 years Single Highland malt £7.00 £12.00
The Macallan          10 years Single Highland malt £7.00 £12.00
Ben Nevis 10 years Single Highland malt £7.00 £12.00
Lagavulin                16 years Single Islay malt £10.00 £18.00
Jack Daniels           Old No7 Tennesee £7.00 £12.00
Yamazaki 12 years Single Japanese malt £12.00 £20.00

                 B R A N D Y

Martell                     V.S. £7.00 £12.00

                T E Q U I L A

Tequila £5.00 £8.00



        PLUM  WINE

1 . UMENOYADO ARAGOSHI plum  wine Thick&Sweet 12% £6.00

Gelato-like texture bursting with sweet and sour fruity ume flavour.

2 . OOZEKI KANJYUKU   plum wine Mild 14% £6.00

Premium ume plums, 'Nanko-ume', were fully ripened on the tree to produce this mellow and creamy wine.

3 . KIKKOMAN  plum wine Mild 13% £6.00

Matured plum in pure white liqueur. Highly aromatic,  deliciously mellow and sweet with a slight tinge of acidity.

4 . KISYU MONOGATARI   plum  wine Mild 14% £6.00

Delightfully delicious with a sweetly tangy smell of ripe plums (Kishu-Nanko-ume)

5 . TAKACHIHO   plum  wine Sour 14% £6.00
100

Made with 100% selected Japanese plums. Refreshing and light aftertaste. Not too sweet. 

6 . TAKARA  plum wine Mild 10% £6.00
100

High-quality plum wine using hand-picked Japanese green plums.

7 . CHOYA  plum wine Mild 10% £6.00

Elegantly fragrant and deeply mellow and smooth.

8 . TSURUUME SUPPAI Mild&Sour 8% £6.00

Prepared to perfection. Rich and intense ume flavour yet most enjoyable.

9 . NAKATA KISYU  plum  wine Mild 10% £6.00

Well-ripened prime Kishu-Nanko-ume plums only were used. Highly recommended.

10 . NANBU BIJIN   plum wine Mild 10% £6.00

Fresh Nanko-ume green plums were steeped in freshly brewed pure rice sake. No sugar added.

11 . HAKKAISAN  SYOUCYU  plum  wine Mild 14% £6.00

Aged over three years in authentic Shochu spirit. Enjoy the delectable aroma of Hakkaisan ume plums.



12 . FURUTSURU UME  plum  wine Mild 12% £6.00
10

Flavoursome for having been steeped for ten years. Not very sweet. 

13 . BENTENFUKUME  plum  wine Sour 12% £6.00
20

Only 20-year aged umeshu can have this level of full- bodied deep flavour. Brewed in brandy. Not very sweet.

14 . HOUOUBIDEN  JYUKUSEIHIZOU  plum w Mild 15% £6.00

Ume plums and the distinctive umami flavour of Japanese sake are exquisitely balanced. Medium texture and flavour.

15 . YAMATA  GOJIRO UME  plum  wine Sour 15% £6.00

With fabulous aromas of green ume plums, it has a nice acid. Piquant and refreshing. 

                 FRUIT   LIQUEUR     

16 . KODAKARA   JAPANESE PLUM Thick&Sweet 8% £6.00

Thick with Japanese plum nectar. Sweet and sour, rich and creamy. Best mixed with soda.

17 . TSURUUME  CHINESE CITRON Mild 8% £6.00

Japanese citrons flavoured with lemon in sake.

18 . TSURUUME  LEMON Mild&Sour 8% £6.00

Sake and lemon juice in perfect harmony.

19 . TSURUUME YUZU Mild 8% £6.00
2

Acidity of Yuzu was softened by sake for 2 years. Smooth taste.

20 . UMENOYADO  YUZU Mild 8% £6.00

Natural yuzu juice was liberally used, drawing out the characteristic aroma of yuzu, with a touch of sweetness.

21 . HOUOUBIDEN  YUZU Mild&Clean 12% £6.00

Carefully selected yuzu and sake. This liqueur has a distinctive yuzu flavour, is clean tasting and easy to drink.

22 . Nat ur e- bl essi ng yuzu NATURE-BLESSING  YUZU Mild&Clean 12% £6.00

Clear liquid conceals the rich aroma of yuzu and a gentle taste. Steeped in Souten authentic shochu spirit.



PLUM  WINE    BOTTLE

U1 Sasanigori umesyu honoume
Slightly sweet

300ml 13% £20.00

Rich ,sweet and creamy . This very unique roughly-filtered plum like wine is made with 
sake instead of shouchu , which gives honoume a character. 

U2 Nanbu bijin umesyu
Slightly sweet

300ml 13% £28.00

No added sugar. Sweetened by pure sake specifically made from koji rice mould for 
plum wine. Japanese ume plums were infused at a low temperature and because no 
sugar was used,the natural ume colour was enhanced to such luxuriously beautiful pink.

U3 Cyoya Dento umesyu     Rich         700ml 14% £57.00

Balance of sweetness, acidity, and exotic smooth taste and elegant aloma will 
coplement those moments of tranquility and relaxation.

U4 Umenoyado Aragoshi umesyu  
Thick&Sweet

720ml 12% £57.00

Made using pulp of very ripe Ume-apricot giving it a nice orange colour. 
A lot of flesh remains and it is a very fruity Umeshu with a nice shot of acid.
Plum wine with pulp of ume plum. It is a very fruity dessert plum wine.

CITRUS    LIQUOR   BOTTLE

U5 Umenoyado Yuzusyu Mild          720ml 8% £57.00

A super refreshing citrus confection. Lower in alcohol and made using fresh Yuzu juice.
refreshingly light bright citrus flavours combined with soft texture and a hint of sweetness.

3 C

B
c



                                 S H O U C Y U
720ml 900ml 1800ml

      made from  rice
Kumesen bi 25% S1 £75.00 700ml 

tamanotsuyu koshu 43% S2 £120.00

       made from sake lees
Enbatei 38% S3 £40.00 375ml 

Syougarou 38% S4 £40.00 375ml 

      made from yam pototo
Sakyu nagaimo 25% S5 £65.00

      made from  sesame
Beniotome 25% S6 £63.00

      made from  buckwheat
Unkai 25% S7 £60.00

        made from  brown suger
Kikaijima 25% S8 £60.00

Asahi  hinoryu  kurokouji 25% L1 £260.00

            made from   wheat
Mugiichi 25% S9 £58.00

Shirashinken 25% S10 £60.00

Kannoko Taru 25% S11 £68.00

Nikaidou kichomu  Taru 25% S12 £80.00

Nakanaka 25% S13 £100.00

Yamazaru 25% S14 £100.00

Hyakunennokodoku 40% S15 £150.00

Sandanjikomi 25% L2 £230.00

Genrouin 25% L3 £230.00

       made from  rice
Hinohikari 25% S16 £63.00

Yamahotaru 25% S17 £75.00

Honoo no koku 25% S18 £75.00

Yamasemi 25% S19 £85.00

Musyagaeshi 25% S20 £85.00

Syun gojyuyonnmangoku 25% S21 £90.00

Syun gojyuyonnmangoku gensyu 44% S22 £108.00

Torikai 25% S23 £110.00

Nousaginohashiri gensyu 37% S24 £250.00

Saikokura 25% S25 £100.00 L4 £250.00

Yababijin 25% L5 £280.00



                                 S H O U C Y U
720ml 900ml 1800ml

made from sweet potato

Tenso kourin 25% S26 £55.00

Kozuru  kurokouji 25% S27 £55.00

Kozuru  kikouji 25% S28 £60.00

Satsuma shimabijin  25% S29 £75.00 L6 £150.00

Satsuma shiranami shiro 25% S30 £58.00 700ml 

Satsuma shiranami kuro 25% S31 £68.00

Satsuma tanabata 25% S32 £60.00

Satsuma tanabata kuro 25% S33 £68.00

Kuroisanishiki 25% S34 £60.00

Kirishima  shiro 25% S35 £70.00

Kirishima  kuro   25% S36 £70.00 700ml 

Ikkomon 25% S37 £80.00

Kicyo houzan kurokouji 25% S38 £80.00

Tomino houzan kikouji 25% S39 £80.00

Satsumahouzan sirokouji 25% S40 £90.00

Taiheiji 28% S41 £90.00

Kiroku 25% S42 £100.00

Imokouji imo 26% S43 £100.00 L7 £245.00

Kinpo sakurai 25% S44 £100.00

yakiimo kurose 25% S45 £100.00

Yamaneko 25% S46 £110.00 L8 £275.00

Umi 25% S47 £110.00 L9 £275.00

Mitake 25% S48 £120.00 L10 £300.00

Kizuna 25% S49 £85.00 L11 £210.00

Hitoriaruki 25% S50 £85.00 L12 £210.00

Kujira 25% S51 £92.00 L13 £230.00

Kujira kurokouji 25% S52 £92.00 L14 £230.00

Ikenotsuyu 25% S53 £92.00 L15 £230.00

Satsumaarashi 25% L16 £230.00

Tsukinonaka 25% L17 £230.00

Renjyuan 25% L18 £230.00

Satsuma kotobuki 25% L19 £230.00

Higime 25% L20 £230.00



                                           PREMIUM      SHOUCYU
720ml 900ml 1800ml

made from sweet potato

Yourodensetsu 40% S54 £100.00

Cangoxi na Kangoshina 44% S55 £100.00 500ml 

Cyoufuwaou 25% S56 £108.00

Tachibana gensyu 38% S57 £180.00

Nakakura jyo 37% S58 £250.00

Nakakura 25% L21 £350.00

Akaruinouson 25% S59 £125.00 L22 £312.00

Mogura murasaki 25% L23 £350.00

Mogura aka 25% L24 £350.00

Mazuru 25% L25 £350.00

Manzen 25% L26 £350.00

Manzen an 25% L27 £350.00

Satou kuro 25% S60 £170.00 L28 £400.00

Yaezakura gensyu 36% L29 £450.00

Maou 25% S61 £250.00 L30 £650.00

Murao 25% L31 £650.00

Moriizo 25% L32 £650.00

Moriizo gokujyounoitteki 25% S62 £1,000.00



Shochu

P1 38% £15.00

P2 25 £15.00

P3 25% £10.00 

P4 25% £10.00

P5 25% £10.00

P7 25% £9.00

P8 25% £9.00

P9 25% £10.00 

P10 25% £12.00 

P11 44% £15.00

P12 25% £9.00

P13 25% £9.00

P14 25% £10.00

P15 25% £12.00

P16 36% £15.00

P17 25% £10.00

P18 25% £10.00

P19 25% £12.00



Shochu

P21 25% £12.00 

P22 25% £12.00 

P23 20% £8.00

P24 25% £15.00

P25 44% £20.00

P26 25% £12.00

P27 25% £10.00

P28 25% £8.00

P29 25% £8.00

P30 25% £8.00

P31 25% £15.00

P32 25% £8.00

P34 25% £14.00 

P35 25% £8.00

P36 25% £9.00

P37 25% £8.00

P38 25% £9.00



Shochu

P41 25% £12.00 

P43 25% £12.00 

P44 25% £17.00

P45 25% £10.00 

P46 34% £20.00 

P47 25% £10.00 

P48 25% £12.00 

P49 37% £18.00

P50 28% £10.00 

P51 25% £12.00 

P52 28% £9.00

P53 25% £20.00 

P54 25% £10.00

P55 38% £20.00 

P56 25% £10.00 

P57 25% £10.00 

P58 25% £12.00



Shochu

P59 25% £10.00 

P60 25% £12.00 

P61 25 £10.00

P62 25% £10.00

P63 40% £22.00

P64 25% £10.00 

P65 25% £8.00

P66 25% £10.00

P67 25% £14.00

P68 25% £13.00

P69 25% £18.00

P70 25% £13.00

P71 25% £10.00 

P72 40% £15.00

P74 36% £12.00 
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P75 25% £13.00

P77 25% £15.00



Shochu

P78 34% £15.00

P79 25% £10.00

P80 25% £10.00

P81 34% £15.00

P82 25% £10.00

P83 25% £25.00

P84 25% £18.00

P85 25% £18.00

P87 25% £14.00

P88 25% £10.00

P89 25% £10.00 

P90 25% £10.00

P91 25% £10.00 

P92 25% £12.00 

P93 25% £18.00 

P94 25% £10.00

P95 40% £15.00

P96 25% £12.00

P97 25% £12.00



Shochu

R1 44% £18.00

R2 25% £12.00

R3 25% £8.00

R4 25% £8.00

R5 25% £8.00

R6 21% £8.00

R7 25% £8.00

R9 25% £10.00

R10 44% £20.00

R11 25% £10.00

R12 25% £8.00

R13 25% £8.00

R14 25% £8.00

R15 25% £8.00



Shochu

R16 25% £15.00

R17 25% £8.00

R18 25% £8.00

R20 25% £12.00

R21 25% £12.00

R22 20% £10.00

R23 25% £10.00

R24 25% £8.00

R25 25% £10.00

R26 25% £12.00

R27 25% £8.00

R28 25% £8.00



Shochu

B1 25% £9.00

B2 25% £8.00

B3 25% £10.00

B4 25% £10.00

B5 40% £18.00

B6 36% £12.00

B7 25% £10.00

B8 25% £10.00

B9 25% £8.00



Shochu

A1 43% £15.00

A2 30% £12.00

A3 30% £12.00

A4 25% £8.00

O1 25% £12.00

O2 25% £9.00

O3 44% £18.00

O4 30% £15.00

O5 25% £12.00

O6 25% £9.00

O7 25% £9.00

O8 38% £9.00

O9 38% £9.00

O10 37% £20.00

O12 25% £9.00


